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Greetings String Nuts!

 

It is once again time for our Hrim Schola edition of Knot

Now. It is hard to believe that it has been an entire year

since we received our Royal Charter from Jarl Thorvald

and Countess Svava. Our e-mail list now stands at just

over 200 members, a big change since we started just

about five years ago (that anniversary will be over

Fourth of July Weekend). I would like to thank all of our

members for continuing to share information about the

narrowwork arts. In the second year for a separate

category at Northern Lights, we had four excellent

entries into the category, as well as some pieces in the

arts display.

 

I am looking for a Deputy Guildmaster or Guildmistress.

The job is fairly simple. It would entail helping to

organize guild gatherings, as well as encouraging the

guild members to teach, display, and compete.

Eventually, the Deputy will take over from me as

Guildmaster or Guildmistresss. I have been the

Guildmistress for almost five years and I think it is time

that someone else holds the position, although I plan to

stay active in the Guild. If you are interested, please feel

free to contact me at angharadoftherose@yahoo.com or

you can call me at (518) 229-4523. 

 

Thank you to Lord Gauen Wydefare for editing another

fantastic issue of the newsletter. If you like what you

have seen in these pages, consider writing an article or a

book review for the Pennsic Edition. We also will be

having a Pennsic Gathering, so if you are heading off to

War, please plan to stop by to play with string and to get

the next newsletter issue. Happy Stringing, Everyone!

In Service,
Angharad
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Greetings to the guild!

It is my pleasure to present a new, if very short, edition

of Knot Now for your reading pleasure. Many thanks to

our authors for their articles this time – without them, we

would not have been able to go to press at all. As it

stands, this issue is very focused on fingerloop braiding,

a noble art, indeed! Yet, The Worshipful Company of

Narrowworkers encompasses so much more that can be

represented in these pages. To that end, please consider

sending your articles, or even ideas for articles, to the

Knot Now e-mail address (knot_now@earthlink.net)

whenever the muse strikes you. Possible articles might

include: a photo and documentation for a piece you have

submitted at an A&S event; a tidbit of information that

may have fired your imagination as you were doing

research; string quotes from something you have been

reading; how you got into your fiber art; and/or

anecdotes about projects, successful or unsuccessful. We

can ALL learn from and be inspired by each others’

stories, discoveries, breakthroughs, or even mishaps! If

everyone – and that means you! – contributes even a

little bit, we will even be able to do a double issue for

Pennsic, a great way show the kingdoms across the

Knowne World who we are and what we do!

Yours in service,
gauen wydefare
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Phiala’s String Page turns 10!Phiala’s String Page turns 10!Phiala’s String Page turns 10!Phiala’s String Page turns 10!
By Phiala O’Ceallaigh (Sarah Goslee)

On June 20, 1996, I installed a counter on the first

version of my web page, which at that time was hosted

by Duke University and is now at www.stringpage.com.

The page had been around for a little while before I

figured out how to add a counter, but effectively, String

Page turns ten this year. Wow... little did I know when I

started posting class handouts online that my web page,

and especially the more authentic textiles that I promote,

would have been so successful! Over 200,000 people

have visited my website, and I get frequent e-mail from

SCA members, other re-enactors, and even the

occasional museum expert (!!!) commenting or asking

questions, or offering more information on a topic. 

This major anniversary has prompted me to think back

on the changes that have occurred in the area of SCA

textiles, and especially narrow wares, over the past ten

years. When I started, the main source of knowledge

available was books. Peter Collingwood in particular

provided invaluable reference material, since unlike

most of the 1970s era craft books that covered some of

the techniques, he included plenty of historical

information in both Techniques of Tablet Weaving

(1982) and Techniques of Sprang: Plaiting on Stretched

Threads (1974). There were people doing these sorts of

things – Thora Sharptooth was already a Laurel, as was

Rowena o’r Emrallt in the Middle Kingdom – but mostly

they were accessible only at Pennsic. As far as I know,

very few people were doing sprang or naalbinding, and

there were very few accessible resources, especially for

naalbinding. I learned both from Margrethe Hald’s

valuable book, Ancient Danish Textiles from Bogs and

Burials: A Comparative Study of Costume and Iron Age

Textiles (1980), and only afterwards found

Collingwood’s book and other sources. Medieval finds

from excavations in London: 4. Textiles and clothing

c.1150-c.1450 (1992) had recently been printed, and it

introduced me to all sorts of “new” techniques,

especially fingerloop braiding (albeit badly). Fingerloop

braiding had not been widely “discovered” yet (the

Compleat Anachronist would not appear until 2000), but

it may be the biggest success within the SCA textile

community, and the area where the SCA has had the

largest impact on formal textile research.

I am certain that there were local pockets of research,

teaching and textile production scattered throughout the

world, but it was not until the Internet became popular

that these groups were able to get together and share

information, if only virtually. That alone has made an

enormous difference: new people can ask questions,

“old” people can share information, and it has been great

fun to watch the spread of information and techniques

through this medium. I look forward to seeing what

develops in the future. 

Books mentioned above:

Collingwood, P. 1974. The Techniques of

Sprang: Plaiting on Stretched Threads. Watson-

Guptill Publications, New York. (Reprinted by

Design Books in 1999.)

Collingwood, P. 1982. The Techniques of Tablet

Weaving. Watson-Guptill Publications, New

York. (Reprinted by Robin and Russ in 1999.)

Crowfoot, E., F. Pritchard and K. Staniland.

1992. Medieval Finds from Excavations in

London: 4. Textiles and clothing c.1150-c.1450.

HMSO, London. (Reprinted by Boydell Press in

2001.)

Hald, M. 1980. Ancient Danish Textiles from

Bogs and Burials: A Comparative Study of

Costume and Iron Age Textiles. National

Museum of Denmark.

Above, photo of Phiala and Thorvaaldr

from www.stringpage.com. Phiala wears a

tablet-woven belt, and Thorvaaldr wears

both a tablet-woven belt and a sprang

sash, plus a tablet-woven favor.
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On The Lace Bend Round of Eight Bowes
By Guðrun Thorsteinsdottir (Grace Hatton)

My favorite braid in fingerlooping is the eight-loop, two

color exchange spiral braid (lace bend round) – one

color on each hand. AR swaps with DL, BR with CL,

CR with BL, and DR with AL. All loops are to be picked

up reversed. 

Lady Angharad, in her intermediate fingerloop class this

spring at Coill Tuar, pointed out that one can reverse the

direction of the spiral just by changing all the L’s in the

instructions to R’s and vice versa. Reversing back and

forth makes a very tricky looking braid. I found it very

hard at first to switch. I made numerous mistakes, but

the nice thing about this braid is that you can actually

undo it, pick it up and go on your way again. It seemed

to me that one needs to do at least ten repetitions before

switching the spiral direction for the pattern to show up

well. This braid needs to be tight to look good. The area

where the reverse occurs leaves long floats of string,

which might be a problem depending on what you will

use the piece for. 

Areas that seem too loose a few loop swaps back can

still be tightened, by working the loose area down to

where the loops had not yet been combined. It is tedious,

but not as bad as having to live with the too-loose area.

This braid also lends itself well to the process of making

a very long braid by braiding both ends out from the

middle since it is so easy to see where you are. 

The spiral effect can be intensified by using a heavier

strand for the lighter or brighter colored four loops. This

gives an added texture to the braid. If one does not have

thicker string of the desired color, try doubling the

lighter colored string so you have eight loops of one

color on one hand. The doubled loops will be easy to

manage if you follow the directions on Phiala’s string

page [www.stringpage.com] for departed bowes – except

that only one color is used to link the doubled loops

together or just knot them overhand. 

If one were braiding to make a pouch draw string that

would end with a knot, an interesting finishing

possibility with all the extra loop ends might be to use

bunches of four strings to do macramé spirals.

A Striped 8-Loop Fingerloop Braid for One Worker
By Phiala O’Ceallaigh (Sarah Goslee)

In the Harleian manuscript on fingerloop braiding, the

first recipe requiring two people is for an 8-loop braid

(and the same for the Tollemache manuscript). One

person manages 5 loops, and the other manages 3. This

braid is fairly simple to do by yourself, and is quite

attractive. 

Here is the original text for the main braid and one

variation from the Harleian manuscript (my translation):

H8. For to make a thin lace bordered on both sides

Thou must take a fellow and set him on thy right hand,

and set on his hands 3 bows of a color, one in B right and

one in A left and one in B left, and set on thine hands 5

bows of another color, as in the round lace. And then shall

thy fellow take by the A right throughout B and of that

same hand the bow B of the left hand unreversed. Then

low thy bow of A right onto B right, and so abide unto the

time you have changed twice. And then shalt thou take

with A right throughout B and C of the same hand the

bow C of the left hand unreversed. Then low thy left

bows. Then shall A left take throughout B of the same

hand the bow C of the right hand reversed downward.

Then shalt thou low thy right bows, and A right shall enter

the bow B of the same hand from within outwards, and the

over side of the bow of A left of thy fellow from within,

so that the side that was above before be above after. And

then low thy bow of A right onto B right, and change your

bows again as you did beforetime, so that when you have

changed twice that the color dwell still on your hands as

they were at the beginning, and begin againwards.

H9. For to make a lace bordered on one side

Set 5 bows on thine hand and 3 bows on thy fellows hand,

and work and change as you did in the thin lace bordered

tofore, save in this lace thy fellow shall take the bows of

both his hand reversed.

Okay, but how do you do that with only two hands?

There is a trick... 

Note on notation: A is your index finger, B your second,

C ring finger and D pinkie. When two loops are on one

finger, the back one is closer to your hand, and the front

one is closer to the end of your finger.
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Version 1. This is the same structure as the original,

but is a bit difficult to work.

Set-up: 

On your left hand, place two loops on A, one each on B,

C, D all of the same color.

On your right hand, place two loops on A and one on B,

all of a second color.

1. With D left, reach through B right, and take the

back bow from A right around the front bow.

2. Move the bow on B right to the front of A right.

3. Move the outer bow from D left to R right.

4. With D right, reach through D left, C left and

take B left unreversed

5. Move C left to B left, and D left to C left

6. Put D right onto D left.

7. With D right, take the front bow from A left.

8. With A left, reach through D right and take B

left. (Yes, that’s right, this is the trick. D right is

a placeholder, since you don’t have enough

fingers! This feels awkward, but will smooth out

with practice. It helps to hold D right

near/between A left and B left.)

9. Put D right onto B left.

10. With D right, take back bow of A left around the

front bow.

11. Twist A left half a turn.

12. Put D right onto the front of A left.

13. Exchange D left and B right twice.

All of the bows of each color should be on their original

hands. Repeat from 1. 

Variation: I like this one. It is easier to work, but

reverses the original colors (and is slightly different).

Set-up: 

On your left hand, place two loops on A, one each on B,

C, D all of the same color.

On your right hand, place two loops on A and one on B,

all of a second color.

1. With D right, take the back bow from A left

around the front bow on A left.

2. With A left, reach through D right and take B

left onto the front place of A left.

3. Put D right onto B left.

4. With D right, reach through D left, C left and

take B left unreversed.

5. Move C left to B left, and D left to C left.

6. Put D right onto D left.

7. With D left, reach through the front loop on A

right and take the back loop from A right

reversed.

8. With A right, reach through the loop on D left

and take the loop from B right unreversed.

9. Put the front loop from D left onto B right.

10. Exchange D left and B right twice.

Good luck, and happy braiding!

Sources of original recipes:

Tollemache: Griffiths, Jeremy. 2001. The

Tollemache Book of Secrets: A descriptive

index and complete facsimile with an

introduction and transcription together with

Catherine Tollemache’s Receipts of pastry,

confectionary, etc. The Roxburghe Club, London.

Harleian: Stanley, E.G. 1974. Directions for

making many sorts of laces. Pp. 89-103 in:

Rowland, Beryl (ed.). Chaucer and Middle

English Studies. Kent State University Press.

Knot Now is the official newsletter of the Worshipful Company of Narrowworkers of the East Kingdom. It is published

(theoretically) twice annually.Send all inquiries to knot_now@earthlink.net.

Guildmistress Lady Angharad y Rhosyn ferch Rhain (Allison Sarnoff); 

Chronicler Lord gauen wydefare (Mark Rosenthal)

Send your submissions for Knot Now to knot_now@earthlink.net or call with ideas to 860-437-

3302 (before 9 pm please). Deadline for submissions for Issue VII, Pennsic War edition, is

JULY 4. Please don’t make us beg for articles again. 
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